Bringing educators and researchers together to collaborate in research-practice partnerships (RPPs) can transform how educational challenges are defined and approached.

Join our webinar series moderated by Bill Penuel and featuring a panel of leaders from RPPs around the country, who will share tools and insights to support new and ongoing RPPs.

**Third Thursdays, October 2015 - March 2016**

5:00-6:00pm ET / 2:00-3:00pm PT


10.15.15 Getting a Partnership Started

11.19.15 Defining the Focus of Partnership Work

12.17.15 Negotiating Roles in Partnerships

01.21.16 Addressing Challenges in Partnerships

02.18.16 Measuring Impacts of Partnerships

03.17.16 Sustaining Partnerships

**What you can do now...**

- Mark your calendar
- Share with friends & colleagues
- Visit http://researchandpractice.org
- Follow @rpcollaboratory @learnDBIR

**Featuring Panelists from:**

American Indian Center + Bellevue School District + California Education Partners + California Tinkering Afterschool Network (CTAN) + Center for the Advancement of Informal Science Education (CAISE) + consortium on chicago school research (CCSR) + education development center (EDC) + Houston Independent School District + Houston Research Alliance + Middle-school Mathematics and the Institutional Setting of Teaching (MIST) + New York University + Northwestern University + Research Alliance for NYC + Rochester City School District + San Francisco Unified School District + Seattle Public Schools + Strategic Education Research Partnership (SERP) + University of Colorado Boulder + University of Maryland + University of Pittsburgh + University of Rochester + University of Washington + Vanderbilt University

---

**Supported by:**

RESEARCH + PRACTICE COLLABORATORY

**Funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF) under Grant DRL-1238253. Opinions expressed are not necessarily those of the Foundation.**